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1. POSITION PAPER
1.1 Preamble
The Eneabba population reached its peak of just over 400 residents in
1991. Today’s population is estimated at 130 and the 5 classes primary
school currently caters for 15 students compared to 150 at the end of the
1980s. This situation is of concern to the remaining town population and
surrounding farming communities.
The Shire of Carnamah is eager to reverse the trend and the WA State
Government aspires to create more jobs in regional areas, progress
renewables technology, innovation hubs and hydrogen.
As a consequence of declining population, Eneabba has underutilised
land use zones for residential, commercial and light industries. The
township has one of the highest social and recreation infrastructures per
capita in the region, if not the State and further enjoys proximity to a
pristine coastline and extensive natural Reserves.
2

Substantial major infrastructure is already established, including the
Brand Highway, the railway connecting Eneabba to Geraldton, the
Dampier to Bunbury gas pipeline, an operational airstrip and a nearby
330kV SWIS transmission line.
Neighbouring land holdings, including a fraction of the Yamatji Southern
Region Corporation Leasable Reserve and a proportion of the Iluka
owned land, are considered highly suitable for renewable energy
generation.
Subject to feasibility analysis, these assets may constitute an adequate
critical mass to build a sustainable green hydrogen (GH2) first stage
production. In turn, this could attract new near-zero emissions industries,
arouse interest from like-minded investors and kick start the early
implementation of the Eneabba GH2 Hub.
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1.2 Why establish a GH2 Hub at Eneabba?
Reasons to establish a GH2 Hub at Eneabba are:
a) Well elevated land ideal for wind power generation east of the
township;
b) Potential access to land in close proximity to the township,
including owned by Iluka, for solar power generation;
c) Establishment of the electrolysis plant on ex mining land;
d) Subject to current feasibility work, potential to directly feed
blended GH2 into the Dampier to Bunbury gas pipeline;
e) Access to rail to freight GH2 Cryogenic ISO Containers to
Geraldton Port;
f) Capacity to cost-effectively supply GH2 to the grain belt farms in
the region;
g) Direct access to the Brand Hwy;
h) Operating airstrip for light aircraft access to Geraldton or Perth;
i) Feasible access to local aquifer for electrolysis purposes;
j) Ability to capture immediately the underdeveloped features of the
township; and
k) Natural amenity and attractions for potential new residents
including proximity to coastal wilderness areas.
1.3 Renewable energy capacity of the Eneabba Valley
Initial estimates show that the land in the Eneabba Valley (including
parts of leasable Yamatji Reserve and land owned by Iluka at Eneabba)
have the combined capacity to generate approximately 1,200 megawatts
of renewable energy.
The favourable topographic features for wind power together with low
yield farming areas for solar power found in the balance of the Eneabba
Valley freehold land can raise the total capacity to some 1,800
megawatts. Such output would more than double Muja, WA’s largest
coal fired power station near Collie currently generating 854 megawatts,
and equates to 10 times the recently established 180 megawatts
Warradarge wind farm 30 Km to the south-east of Eneabba.

1.4 GH2 as catalyst for new low carbon emission industries
Apart from the possibilities of exporting GH2 out of Eneabba, a range of
industries could take advantage of either consuming the GH2 in-situ for
carbon free downstream processing operations, consuming the local
renewable energy directly, or exporting it.
Industries targeting low carbon emission outputs and markets include
but are not limited to:
a) Fabrication, metals 3D printing, machine assembly and or repairs
for the farming sector;
b) Agricultural products processing, e.g. wheat flour, pulse legumes,
feed pellets, canola press, oat milling, organic products etc.;
c) Ammonia production as “greener fertiliser” or transitional energy
storage for fuel cells;
d) Large scale aquaponics under LED lighting targeting organic or
pharmaceutical markets;
e) Plastic recycling and manufacturing, fibreglass and carbon for
mesh, boards, tanks, pipes, silos & equipment parts 3D printing;
f) Dedicated mining equipment fabrication and assembly;
g) Minerals refining operation;
h) Clean energy supply to the Eneabba township and
i) Option to feed renewable power into the nearby 330kV SWIS
transmission line.
1.5 Environmental impacts the Eneabba GH2 Hub is likely to cause
Subject to impact assessment, preliminary scoping suggests the main
impacts of the Eneabba GH2 Hub may be:
a) Change to the visualscape caused by wind turbines and large
solar arrays;
b) Possible pressure on uncleared areas for new roads, housing &
industries; and
c) Multiple service corridors, dedicated maintenance strips and
easements.
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1.6 Social impacts the Eneabba GH2 Hub is likely to cause
Subject to impact assessment, preliminary scoping suggests the main
social impacts of the Eneabba GH2 Hub may relate to significant
changes to the fabric, character and sentiment of the hosting community
due to factors including:
a) The potential over utilisation of fly-in/fly-out workers;
b) Headquarters away from Eneabba perceived to be disconnected
from local needs; and
c) Development of own independent social amenities
1.7 Possible impact mitigation measures
Mitigating measures, clearly identified by the local community, should be
considered and ultimately committed to by the GH2 Hub’s new low
carbon industries such as but not limited to:
a) Creation of new permanent local jobs;
b) Implementation of viable environmental corridors throughout the
Eneabba Valley;
c) Existing and new small local businesses to service the larger
industries;
d) Assistance in establishing new housing stock for singles and
families;
e) Maintain/facilitate the presence of seniors who wish to retire
locally;
f) Upgrade local medical services;
g) Enhancement to existing social & recreation infrastructure;
h) Improve access to local natural treasures including injection and
maintenance of water at lake Indoon, which was once a local and
regional skiing and water sport attraction
1.8 Benefits of the Eneabba Valley GH2 economic model
The implementation of the Eneabba GH2 Hub and broader carbon-free
economic concept for the Eneabba Valley is far reaching.

At the local level it has the potential to:
a) Create new local jobs inducing attraction to reverse the Shire
depopulation trend;
b) Reinvigorate local businesses at Eneabba and Carnamah;
c) Increase the Shire rate collection base;
d) Secure the long-term operation of the Primary school;
e) Render possible a new water strategy for GH2 production and
f) Examine the feasibility of water supply and retention at Lake
Indoon.
At the regional level it has the potential to:
g) Assist the farming community with carbon-free fuel and lower
carbon fertiliser;
h) Create job and investment opportunities for the emerging Yamatji
Enterprises Ltd;
i) Increase the usage of the Eneabba to Geraldton railway;
j) Increase business opportunities for the Shires of Coorow, Irwin
and Three Springs
At the state level it has the potential to:
k) Directly support the WA Renewable Hydrogen Strategy;
l) Accelerate the GH2 gap reduction between offer and demand;
m) Create a multitude of new jobs focused on carbon-free
technologies;
n) Demonstrate how the Indigenous Land Use Agreement process
delivers measurable economic benefits to its people;
o) Focus on the Innovation Economy and Local Content;
p) Offer on-site GH2 driven training and R&D at commercial scale
with Universities;
q) Connect Eneabba GH2 Hub startups with investors;
r) Reinforce GH2 as a key component of Brand WA;
s) Support and contribute to WA’s explicit intent to export GH2 in
Asia; and
t) Consolidate WA’s contribution to Australia meeting its Paris
Agreement obligations.
Calmy Planning & Design Pty. Ltd. ABN 20 137 599 949 - Tel (08) 9450 6874 – M 0457 804 266
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2. INTRODUCTION
2.1 Background
The Shire of Carnamah commissioned, in November 2020, town
planning firm Calmy Planning & Design to formulate a high level
Economic Revival Strategy (ERS) for Eneabba to stimulate the long term
economic outlook of the township and its immediate 20Km catchment
that, for the purpose of this ERS, is referred to as the Eneabba Valley.
The Eneabba ERS is the logical continuation of the Shire’s 2018
Economic Development Blueprint and corresponding Action Plan (the
Plan) endorsed with all its Enabling Recommendations at the 20th
February 2019 ordinary Meeting of Council.
The Plan aimed at facilitating collaborative communication with
government agencies, the community and business stakeholders across
the Shire and beyond. It focused on a range of new Economic Initiatives
to support existing local businesses and industries. The Plan’s key
Economic Initiatives relevant to the Eneabba ERS are: Repopulation;
Decarbonisation of power generation for the townships, and Green
Hydrogen (GH2) production in proximity to the Dampier to Bunbury gas
pipeline at Eneabba.
2.2 Shire objectives
The Shire of Carnamah, through this ERS, explores a set of endeavours
and production possibilities to stimulate economic activities within and
around the Eneabba Townsite and hopefully reverse a damaging ongoing population decline affecting the region. This has been achieved
through the following activities:
a) Engage, collaborate and, where possible, align with identified
short and long-term business objectives for the township and
surrounding areas;
b) Identify smaller scale economic development opportunities in
consultation with local businesses and the surrounding farming
community;

c) Draw from and, where appropriate, consolidate the findings of
the Shire endorsed February 2018 Economic Development
Blueprint & Action Plan and ensure that new economic initiatives
are somehow associated with a decarbonisation approach;
d) Establish a detailed public and private land strategy that could
accommodate a variety of economic development projects for the
township and surrounding areas and a reference point for
possible amendments to the Local Planning Scheme and
e) Develop a high-level strategic document to facilitate engagement
with regulatory agencies and the State Government.
2.3 Methodology
This high-level Eneabba ERS or “Economic Development Pathway”
primarily focuses on exploring the synergies & strength around a
Land/Industries vision as the indispensable setting capable of reversing
the population decline in order to ultimately generate interest from
private and institution investors.
To this end the ERS takes the following steps:
a) Local aspirations, knowledge and expertise, are taken into
account to identify a suite of industries and activities susceptible
to generate local job creation;
b) An overview of the major land holdings in the Eneabba valley is
established to provide a land responsibility context and some
perspective on how future economic growth may occur;
c) A land-based concept in support of a large scale GH2 production
is devised to provide an overall sense of scale as economic
catalyst to attract secondary industries.
d) An inventory and characteristics of key infrastructure is
established concurrently with the necessary expansion of land
uses in the vicinity of the township and
e) An assessment is made of the townsite immediate internal
development capacity and its community facilities offering.
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2.4 Reversing the population decline
The Shire’s population has declined by 30% from 807 in 2001 to 562 in
2017 thus showing a net departure of 245 individuals from this grain belt
community during that period.
Progressive elimination of animals, mechanisation, drought & salinity,
corporatisation of farming practices, the 2007 financial crisis,
globalisation of economic models, insufficient local value-adding
industries, lifestyle preferences for urban or coastal areas all contributed,
in one way or another, to the movement of people away from the Shire.
This phenomenon is not unique to Carnamah and many rural
communities across Western Australia are experiencing similar trend.
In economic terms, reversing such trend is clearly the most pressing
task before the Shire Council. In effect, without population growth, little
fundamental socio-economic improvement can be expected.
To effectively reverse such decline the ERS gives consideration to the
following parameters:
a) Community aspirations and the relevant industries needed to
create and support local sustainable economic growth;
b) Eneabba’s comparative advantages with major infrastructure,
existing community facilities and undeveloped residential,
commercial, light industrial and recreation zoned land;
c) Strategic land holdings controlled by the Yamatji Nation, Iluka
Resources Limited (Iluka) and the private sector;
d) Iluka’s existing and possible future operations;
e) Examples of major carbon-free energy productions in the region;
f) The rapid progress and innovative developments of the GH2
industry carbon neutral business operations suitable for the
region;
g) A wholistic land use concept around Eneabba to promote a GH2
Hub and
h) An approach to gain collective support from stakeholders
towards the implementation of the Eneabba GH2 Hub.

2.5 Eneabba Valley & the Eneabba GH2 Hub
The ERS area or “catchment” is defined by a 20km radius around
Eneabba referred as the Eneabba Valley (ref. plate 1 p.7).
The backbone of the ERS is the introduction of a large-scale renewable
electricity generation infrastructure to produce GH2 at Eneabba as
catalyst industry that could, alongside exporting GH2 elsewhere in WA
or overseas, attract a collection of carbon-free enterprises, jointly
referred as the Eneabba GH2 Hub, to create new carbon neutral local
jobs and businesses specifically attending the needs of the grain belt as
well as the mining sector.
The notion of Eneabba Valley is designed to encourage land owners
within or in proximity to the 20Km catchment, such as but not limited to
the Arawa farm, to consider their own options as potential short or long
term additional renewable energy suppliers to feed the Eneabba GH2
Hub itself. This scenario could provide farms, big or small, to obtain
carbon credits from their renewable electricity (solar, wind or both) to
offset their current carbon footprint mainly associated with the usage of
fertilisers, herbicides and diesel.
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1 - Eneabba GH2 Hub Planning Context
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3. COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS
The on-the-ground knowledge and understanding of community
sentiment is an essential component of this strategy to revive the local
economy. The experience, awareness, aspiration and expectation of the
local community are providing the ERS with a valuable canvas of
propositions and ideas that could, directly or indirectly, revive Eneabba’s
socio-economic outlook. The latest representation of the community’s
views has been formulated by the Eneabba Progress Association at its
October 2020 workshop (ref. appendix 1 p.19) and by the 10 march
2021 Shire led Strategic Community Plan workshop. (ref. appendix 2
p.21).
The following summarises these workshops’ key outcomes in terms of
economic development.
3.1 Built on existing attributes
The existing attributes that could be upgraded to boost local small
businesses are:
a) Improve the oval caravan park amenities/facilities, information
signage, trails etc…,
b) Increase wildflower and natural bush tours to entice visitors
passing through town prolonging their experience;
c) Move the general store, set up a café and anything that will make
people stop for a while and spend money;
d) Create special events and infrastructure to increase visitation
such as progressive golf Badgingarra, Eneabba to Dongara,
pony trail through the Beekeeper Natural Reserve;
e) Promote and expand wildflower trails;
f) Improve camping facilities (wash/dry facilities) and
g) Make the best of the access and exposure to the Brand Highway.

a) Find investors to introduce industries that can employ people and
provide a wider consumer base e.g. fabrication, mining supplies,
fiberglass, silo building etc…;
b) Open/create large industrial blocks for new businesses;
c) Make Eneabba a construction/assembly Hub for mining and or
agricultural equipment;
d) Create opportunities to support family farming;
e) Make the land adjacent to the railway line available for
prospective grain businesses;
f) Entice CBH or another bulk handler to set up and receival site
which could tee into railway line at Geraldton port;
g) Introduce downstream processing such as wheat flour, feed
pellets, canola press (biofuel), Oat rolling mill etc…;
h) Consider horticulture opportunities;
i) Capture the abundance of power in the area such as wind farms,
substation and power lines to encourage the settlement of
industries locally;
j) Consider biodiversity industries and horticulture opportunities;
k) Improve water pressure and communication (Telstra tower);
l) Consider more housing and accommodation and
m) Establish closer collaboration with adjoining Shires.

3.2 Sustainable economic growth
The community’s specific aspirations to establish a sustainable
economic pathway for Eneabba are:
Calmy Planning & Design Pty. Ltd. ABN 20 137 599 949 - Tel (08) 9450 6874 – M 0457 804 266
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4. ENEABBA VALLEY MAJOR LAND HOLDINGS
The Eneabba Valley land tenure is dominated by 4 major land holdings
held by; the Yamatji Nation, Iluka owned land, Macquarie/Viridis owned
Arawa farm and the State of WA. These land assets alone have the
potential to play a pivotal role in the economic future of Eneabba, the
Shire of Carnamah and the broader region (ref. plate 2 p.10)
These land holdings because of their size, physical connection to major
state infrastructure and corporate/governance arrangements are in an
advantageous position to initiate and promote the Eneabba GH2 Hub
vision aiming at:
a) Facilitating the consolidation of environmental corridors;
b) Activating the production of renewable energy for hydrogen;
c) Focusing on local job creation and community empowerment and
d) Developing innovative carbon-free technologies beneficial to the
environment, agriculture operations and mining processes.
4.1 Yamatji Nation
The Federal Court determined 9th of February 2020 Land Use
Agreement (LUA) between the Yamatji Nation and the Crown has
permanently endowed in excess of 85 Km2 of leasable land assets to
the Geraldton based Yamatji Southern Region Corporation (YSRC)
within and around Eneabba (ref. appendices 3,4 & 5 p. 22, 23 & 24).
The YSRC is a charitable organisation mandated to generate economic
development for the Yamatji Nation and its people.
The LUA offers a considerable opportunity for the YSRC to explore and
implement economic endeavours using its land resources. In the near
future Yamatji Enterprises Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of the YSRC,
will be established to guide and implement the economic interests of the
Yamatji Nation. The Eneabba GH2 concept has been issued to the
YSRC Economic Development Committee who expressed in principal
support for the concept acknowledging its magnitude and the significant
work required to make it reality.

4.2 Iluka Resources
Since 2013 Iluka’s activities at Eneabba have been primarily the
continuation of rehabilitation both reinstating agricultural land and native
vegetation. Iluka remains a dominant economic contributor to the Shire
and the Eneabba township.
More recently, Iluka has commenced a first phase operation to process
and concentrate a stockpile of monazite-rich material that has been
stored at Eneabba since the 1990s and is now progressing the second
phase of that project. Iluka is also actively exploring a third phase, which
contemplates a fully integrated rare earths refinery, having commenced
a feasibility study this March 2021.
Iluka owns approximately 7,100Ha of land around Eneabba. The
majority of this land is located between 3Km and 10Km from the
Township. Iluka is supportive of identifying and assessing opportunities,
such as the Eneabba GH2 concept, that delivers sustainable value from
its land assets.
4.3 Macquarie/Viridis Arawa farm
The 8,200Ha Arawa farm was developed from the amalgamation of 3
adjoining properties near Eneabba. It has evolved from predominately
pastoral farming estates to a single larger scale grain cropping
operation. Viridis has initiated a Biodiversity Action Plan intended to:
preserve and enhance high value flora, fauna and biodiversity;
contribute to regional biodiversity values by facilitating migratory
corridors habitats and preserve carbon sinks, and sequestering
additional carbon. Viridis is also exploring carbon emission abatement
measures for all its operations and has showed interest in the Eneabba
GH2 concept.
4.4 State of WA
The State of WA holds just over 1,000Ha virtually adjacent to the
Eneabba townsite on the western side of the railway line (Lot 10232)
whilst approximately 1,700Ha of Vacant Crown Land within the Iluka
mining lease are undeveloped immediately to the south of the townsite.
Calmy Planning & Design Pty. Ltd. ABN 20 137 599 949 - Tel (08) 9450 6874 – M 0457 804 266
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2 - Eneabba Valley Major Land Interests
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5. GREEN HYDROGEN HUB CONCEPT
The necessity for society to transition from the fossil fuel economy to the
renewables economy and decarbonise large parts of the world’s energy
system is the accepted paradigm recognised by the 197 countries who
have endorsed/ratified the legally binding 2015 United Nations Paris
Agreement on Climate Change.
5.1 Transition to GH2
The unique aptitude and compelling contribution GH2 and fuel cell
technologies can make to enable this transition to a cleaner environment
and low emission economy is increasingly recognised by governments,
the corporate sector, institutions, researchers and above all investors in
innovative near-zero emission industries.
GH2 is a clean, safe and versatile energy carrier that can be used for all
forms of locomotion, power or feedstock for a variety of big or small
downstream industries. Choosing GH2 as the primary feature to revive
Eneabba’s economy is simply recognising that from now on any new
business or industry requiring start-up capital will be soon expected to
embrace carbon emission neutrality in the context of Australia’s
unsustainable hesitation to tax CO2 emissions and showing a net 3%
increase in CO2 emissions per annum when the majority of CO2 taxing
OECD countries are already experiencing a 3% decrease or more.
5.2 Landing potential investment
Sustained wind and solar regimes in the Eneabba Valley combined with
a fitting topography for wind farms and some low biodiversity land areas
well suited for solar energy collection are providing favourable conditions
to “land” clean energy focused projects and attract investors attentive
and eager to activated the rollout of the renewables economy.
A conceptual land use plan focusing on GH2 production, devised mainly
on lands held by the Yamatji Nation and Iluka Resources (ref. plate 3 p.
12), illustrates how the location of wind turbines and solar arrays can

interact with the local topography, hydrology and environmental features
that may, could or should require protection, interconnectivity and
possibly environmental enhancement..
5.3 Renewable energy capacity and GH2 production
The concept land use plan is the essential tool to realistically determine
the nominal energy capacity to be anticipated from the selected area.
Eneabba is established at the altitude of 100m AHD on the Eneabba
Plain. The Yamatji land holding, 7Km to the east of the townsite lays on
a ridge with excellent wind exposure between 200m and 250m. The
peak of the ridge, known for obvious reason as Ocean Hill, sits at 292m.
The concept involves 56 wind turbines, at approximately 1000m spacing,
shown on Yamatji land and another 12 on the adjacent private estate to
the north. Factoring a 3.6 megawatts capacity each, similar to the
nearby Warradarge wind farm turbines, the total wind power capacity
equates to 244 megawatts.
The concept plan also shows 2,900Ha, out of Iluka’s 7,100Ha land,
devoted to solar arrays on flat lands with limited biodiversity between
50m and 150m AHD. Based on an average of 1 megawatt per 3Ha the
solar power capacity equates to 960 megawatts thus raising the total
capacity of renewable power of the concept land use plan to say 1200
megawatts.
The GH2 Arrowsmith project, progressed by Blue Energy near Dongara,
asserts an expected production of 25 tonnes of GH2 per day based on a
160 megawatts capacity. This equates to 6.4 megawatts per tonne. On
that basis and with 1,200 megawatts capacity the production at Eneabba
would be in the order of 185 tonnes of GH2 per day.
This is not saying that the entire renewable energy capacity would be
entirely utilised for GH2 production. A proportion of it could be assigned
to other near-zero emission industries as depicted in sections 1.4 above
or 6.8 below.
Calmy Planning & Design Pty. Ltd. ABN 20 137 599 949 - Tel (08) 9450 6874 – M 0457 804 266
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3 - Conceptual Land Use Plan for Green Hydrogen Generation
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6. INFRASTRUCTURE & LAND USE EXPANSION
Eneabba’s offers a diverse and complementary infrastructure framework
that, combined with sufficient land resources in the immediate vicinity of
the existing settlement, extends a major comparative advantage to
effectively buttress the economic growth expected from, and induced by,
the Eneabba GH2 Hub concept.
The key community economic aspirations requiring land within or in
close proximity to Eneabba have been superimposed over public or
private land assets surrounding the township to exemplify how these
aspirations could be “landed” or implemented in the context of the
township’s rich infrastructure setting. (ref plate 4 p.16).
6.1 Airfield
The Eneabba municipal airfield has a 1.4Km unsealed runway sited on a
285Ha. Aerial Landing Ground Reserve within the Iluka Resources
mining lease. The facility is suitable for medical emergency air service to
Perth (244Km flight distance) and Geraldton (132Km flight distance). It
also provides indispensable water supply to firefighting water bombers
controlling fires outbreaks within and around the region’s extensive
bushland reserves and conservation areas.
The runway could be sealed and provide valuable all-weather access to
technicians and executives expected or needing to make visits to the
Eneabba GH2 Hub industries at the establishment and operational
stages. The Reserve could accommodate a runway up to 2,2Km in
length if required.
6.2 Railway
The Eneabba spur line branching off at the Dongara junction was
established in the 1970’s to initially freight mineral sands feedstock for
processing at the Narngulu industrial estate on the outskirt of Geraldton.
The line is part of the open-access, multi-user, State-owned freight rail
network privately maintained and operated by ARC Infrastructure
(owned by Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L. P.) under a lease in force

until 2049. The company provides track infrastructure and train control
services and is responsible for negotiating commercial access with end
users.
The Eneabba rail link to the Geraldton port or Perth via the DongaraMingenew-Moora line could play a pivotal role in bulk freighting a range
of commodities out of the Eneabba GH2 Hub such as GH2 in gaseous
container tubes, liquid GH2 in cryogenic ISO containers, liquid ammonia
for energy or fertiliser and grain.
6.3 Dampier to Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline (DBNGP)
The DBNGP, running 8Km east of Eneabba, has been in continuous
operation since 1984 and has a remaining life of at least 50 years. The
Parmelia Mainline, running approximately 1 Km west of Eneabba is
integral to the DBNGP grid.
The private company Australia Gas Infrastructure Group (AGIG) owns
the DBNGP and its parent company Dampier Bunbury Pipeline (DBP) is
the pipeline’s maintenance and integrity operator. DBP also provide
design, project management and construction services to companies
wishing to connect to the DBNGP.
AGIG is currently undertaking a 12 months internal feasibility study into
the injection of blended hydrogen into the DBNGP. The study focuses in
part on the effect of hydrogen embrittlement on the pipeline unlined steel
joints and the impact of blended hydrogen taking more energy space
than natural gas thus diluting the energy through the pipeline.
The bulk transportation of the Eneabba GH2 via a dedicated plastic
pipeline would be technically safe, feasible and the width of the DBNGP
Reserve corridor is sufficiently wide to also cater for such eventuality.
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6.4 Brand Highway
In service since 1976, the 370Km Brand highway is linking the northern
outskirts of Perth to Geraldton. It is a segment of Australia’s National
Route 1 and forms part of the WA coastal link to the Northern Territory.
The roads to Three Springs/Carnamah and Coolimba/Leeman are
connecting to the Highway at Eneabba. The Main Roads WA maintained
Brand Highway represents a valuable and indispensable transport asset
for the potential establishment and operational stages of the Eneabba
GH2 Hub.
6.5 Drinking water supply
In 2008, the then Department of Water endorsed the Eneabba Water
Reserve drinking water source protection plan. (the Plan)
The Eneabba groundwater resource lies within the Arrowsmith
Groundwater Area administered by the Department of Water and
Environmental Regulation.
The Eneabba’s drinking water is sourced from two groundwater
abstraction bores, licenced for up to 200 000 kl per year to the Water
Corporation, located within a public Water Reserve and associated
water protection special control area (No.4) on the eastern side of the
townsite. The bores draw water from the Yarragadee Formation, which
is covered by up to 30 m of sand and clay. The bores are screened
between 81m and 98m below ground level and have a static water level
of approximately 31m below ground level.
The Plan suggested at the time; “groundwater recharge occurs directly
from rainfall and has increased due to land clearing for agriculture. The
watertable is rising at an annual rate of up to 0.25 m.” In 2005-06, the
Eneabba population was 250 and the water abstraction was 93 884 kl.

the township in the context and tentative support of the forthcoming
Australian Local Power Agency Bill 2021.
6.7 Medium to long term Residential
The majority of Eneabba’s residential blocks are approximately 900m².
This low density is seen as a key attraction to attract new residents in
town.
For the purpose of this ERS, and to maintain the existing low-density
character, it is assumed that 20% of developable land could be set aside
for roads, 10% for public open space and 70% for residential blocks at
the R10 density. This formula would yield, per Ha., seven 1000m² new
blocks and 18.2 people based on the WA 2016 census average people
per household of 2.6.
Beyond the estimated 290 population projection feasible through infill
development within the township, as described in section 7.2 below, the
organic and cost-effective residential expansion of Eneabba is
envisaged in two areas:
a) In the medium term 32Ha. south of Darling Street and along
Eneabba Drive could be developed and yield 224 lots to
accommodate a population of 582 and
b) In the longer term another 30Ha., wrapped along Eneabba Drive
south of the golf course, could be developed and yield 210 lots to
further accommodate a population of 546.
This high-level housing/repopulation approach based on the immediate
use of serviced land and future land release stages would allow
Eneabba to move from 130 residents today to say 1400 in the longer
term in order to effectively support the job creating Eneabba GH2 Hub.

6.6 Power supply
Eneabba is located within Western Power’s northern region. The
township is currently connected to the Three Springs substation. The
Eneabba GH2 Hub could provide alternative renewable energy supply to
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6.8 Light Industrial & Renewables Industry
The existing town light industrial area could be expended by 3Ha. in the
medium term to cater for the increased domestic demand for that period.
More land could still deliver growth in the longer term further south on
the eastern side of Mineral Sands Road if required.
Integral to the Eneabba GH2 Hub, the conceptual location of a 90 Ha.
Renewables Industry Estate is shown east of town along the EneabbaThree Springs Road to accommodate a range of carbon-free emerging
industries willing to take advantage of either consuming the Hub’s GH2
in-situ, service the Hub’s larger downstream processing Industries or
consuming the local renewable energy directly for but not limited to:
a) Installation and or maintenance of wind turbines or solar arrays;
b) Adaptation of existing diesel vehicles to GH2/diesel fuel as “soft”
transition to assist/accelerate emission reduction in farms
c) Machinery adaptation to GH2;
d) Pressurized GH2 tanks with bowser in container frames to supply
service stations, farms and remote regional industries;
e) Service maintenance and repair of heavy GH2 powered vehicles;
f) Equipment assembly and or repairs for the farming sector;
g) Dedicated mining equipment fabrication and
h) Manufacturing of plastic/fibreglass/carbon products for farming
and mining alike.

There are prospectively sufficient interested growers to reach the
100,000T supply threshold considered necessary to make viable an
open bulkhead grain storage facility at Eneabba.
6.10 Grain Commodities
The Eneabba Progress Association has identified the creation of
opportunities in support of family farming as a critical objective.
There is potential to establish a grain and farming products value-adding
precinct on two sites totalling 11.9Ha immediately north of the proposed
grain receival site whilst capturing some of the renewable energy
expected from the Eneabba GH2 Hub.
This would allow a range of processing activities such as grain and pulse
legumes milling, feed pellets, canola press, oat rolling mill etc…

15

6.9 Railway sidings & bulk grain receival
As discussed in section 6.2 above there is clear potential to take
advantage of the existing Eneabba-Geraldton railway spur line. Some
grain growers in the Eneabba Valley and beyond have indicated interest
in the establishment of a 10Ha bulk grain receival facility and associated
rail sidings adjacent to the east of the railway line opposite the Eneabba
townsite on a small portion of State of WA owned land.
This arrangement would significantly reduce travel time to many growers
traveling some 60Km or more to current receival facilities or travel
120Km directly to the Geraldton port.
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4 - Eneabba Existing Infrastructure & Land Use Expansion Concept
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7. TOWNSITE DEVELOPMENT CAPACITY
The Shire of Carnamah Local Planning Scheme No.2 map for the
Eneabba townsite has been modified (ref. plate 5 p.18) to highlight the
amount of vacant land zoned residential, commercial and light industrial
and the range of community and recreation facilities available within. In
general terms the leafy townsite is conveniently structured and wellendowed with a range of community facilities and vacant land capable of
cost effectively accommodating the early stage of expansion associated
with the Eneabba GH2 Hub job creating proposition.
7.1 Visitors accommodation
There are two mining camp style accommodation in the township.
Iluka Banksia’s Village has 120 bedrooms catering predominantly for its
workforce. Three meals/day are prepared on site and offered to the
patrons at the village.
Iluka’s Erindoon Camp has approximately 20 self-contained rooms
hosting exclusively farming seasonal workers.
A 3 days maximum stay camping facility is available at the oval with hot
showers and toilets amenities.
7.2 Residential capacity & short-term repopulation prospect
At the 2006 census the town had a population of 250, at the 2016
census there was only 147 persons living at Eneabba. Today the
number of residents would be closer to 130 with only 15 children
enrolled at the primary school (compared to some 150 in the early 80’s).
A key component to sustain local jobs is the provision of housing. At
present the township consists of 75 existing individual houses and 54
R10/30 vacant lots of various sizes that could possibly accommodate,
through the simplest planning approval procedure, at least 65 additional
homes. This could potentially expand, in a very short period of time, the
township total population from 130 to at least 290.
There is also abundant land available immediately to the south of the
settled area to accommodate a much larger population in the medium to
longer term as shown in section 6.7 above.

7.3 Commercial capacity
The main businesses operating under the commercial zone are the
Service Station, the Tavern and the Shop/Post Office utilising some
0.8Ha of commercial land. The remaining 24 vacant commercial lots,
totalling 3.5Ha., are found to the south of the primary school along
Eneabba Drive and Darling Street.
This single greenfield area of commercial land offers excellent prospect
for growth whilst providing design flexibility to meet future demand such
as but not limited to a mini supermarket, a café/restaurant, a bakery, a
butcher, a pharmacy, a few speciality shops and some office space.
It could also accommodate a small business incubator and a training
centre focusing on prospective renewable energy undertakings and
innovative carbon-free industries specifically targeting local youth
aspiring to work for or service the mining and farming sectors.
7.4 Light Industry capacity
The light industrial area to the east of the township comprises 10
occupied lots totalling 2.4Ha. and 2 vacant lots totalling 1.4Ha.
This vacant area is considered sufficient to meet the light industrial
domestic demand expected from the repopulation prospect raised in
section 7.2.
7.5 Recreation and communal facilities
The introduction of the Eneabba War service Land Settlement Project in
the 1950s, the gazettal of the town in 1961 and the extraction of mineral
sands beginning in the 1970s all contributed to the progressive
establishment and on-going improvement of the townsite communal and
recreation facilities.
With its equestrian club, 9 holes golf course, tennis club, swimming pool,
football oval, recreation centre, library and sports club, Eneabba offers
today a remarkable array of well-maintained facilities that would outrank
per capita most remote settlements in the State.
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5 - Eneabba Townsite – Development capacity & Facilities
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The October 2020 Eneabba Progress Association workshop focused on
the following question:
A - What’s great that we need to nurture and keep looking after
1. Increase our wildflower and natural bush attractions, expand
signage, local information and advertising
2. Nurture Lake Indoon and ensure drainage and water to the lake
3. Community events – Christmas tree, Merry markets, Campcraft
4. Carpark
5. Playground across from the park
6. Create events and welcome new people at the tennis club
7. The swimming pool is fantastic, we could promote it to visitors
8. Support the clubs and businesses we already have
B - What have we started that needs more energy?
1. The community garden at the school
2. Fitness classes for the whole community
3. Finish footpaths, shade sails at the playground
4. Create bike trails and encourage cyclists to enjoy the area
5. Support the golf and tennis clubs, better advertising of events
6. Promote and expand wildflower trail so visitors passing through
town can experience it (signage at playground and
direction/length etc.
7. Mine site visits for the school kids, locals and visitors
8. People need to talk (nights like this)
9. Local cemetery/memorial wall
C - What would make Eneabba a better place to live?
1. Community picnics at our local park/fun events
2. Concerts – tribute band competition, amateur night, town choir
3. Mini golf near playground
4. Revive the bowling club
5. Fix Lake Indoon so it stays full – ski all year round
6. Create cable ski park using the west mine void
7. 4WD park using the land around west mine

8. Pony trails in beekeeper so horsey people could trek and stay
9. Gazebo and BBQ in middle of caravan park
10. RV dump for caravans
11. Community bus – to enable sports, farmers, social events (move
people around, rent out, bring people in)
12. Move the general store, set up a café and anything that will make
people stop for a while and spend money
13. Skate park/motocross track
14. Pool enhancements – heating, water slide, water park elements,
equipment
15. Gymnasium
16. Better oval
17. Paintballing, laser tag, maze
18. Tidy town, gardens, decoration (streets, entryway, lights)
19. Improved entryways (signage, what’s here, water feature)
20. Free WiFI
D - What might get tourists to stay 1 more day
1. Events people can join in (tours – ocean, Lake Indoon, caves,
wildflowers)
2. Bike trails
3. Bush walks
4. Café run by the community with info during the wildflower season
(well-advertised with maps and signage (even a ribbon where a
good plant can be found)
5. Improve camping facilities (wash/dry facilities)
6. Better mobile coverage and Wi-Fi
7. Map out wildflower locations for tourists, trails, signs etc.
8. Tourist information centre
9. Pull off bays for people to look at flowers and take photos safely
– interpretive signs
10. Sign on highway to advertise pool and playground
11. Any ABBA at Eneabba – dance, tribute night, movie night yearly
12. Local accommodation info and overnight accommodation at the
hall
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13. Camp kitchen near rec/Club so campers can cook and meet
others
14. History of Eneabba area e.g. stock routes, caves, Brand Highway
etc.
15. Progressive golf round – Badgingarra, Eneabba to Dongara (e.g.
Crossing Nullarbor)
16. Community radio (e.g. Perenjori FM)
17. Fields of colour – photo stops for tourists
18. Signs for the pool and other attractions on the highway
19. Upside down rooms for Instagram photos
20. Local lookout sites for visitors to take photos etc. – Woodada Hill
would be perfect, great place for telescope and stargazing
21. Dog days- sheep and dogs like they do in New Zealand
22. Rodeo – a great crowd please – maybe in conjunction with
Campcraft or another event

11. We have plenty of power in our area – wind farms, substation,
power lines. Should be used to encourage industry here. Not too
far from most centres
12. Oat rolling mill – good markets available, we are on the Brand
Highway

E - What might we do to create and support sustainable economic
growth
1. Create an industry that can employ people and provide a wider
consumer base e.g. fabrication, mining supplies, fiberglass, silo
building – find investors
2. Open industrial blocks for new business
3. Horticulture opportunities
4. Support small and beginning businesses
5. Make Eneabba a construction/assembly Hub – put together
mining equipment (fabrication)
6. $1 houses (only available to young starting families) not baby
boomers and/or blocks of land in town
7. Land access adjacent to railway line -available for prospective
grain business
8. CBH or other bulk handler set up and receival site which could
tee into railway line at Gero port
9. Downstream processing – wheat flour, feed pellets, canola press
(biofuel)
10. Amalgamate Carnamah and Coorow Shires
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The 10 of March 2021 Strategic Community Plan workshop organised by
the Shire focused on the question:
What will the community look like for you in 2031 if all your wishes
for the Strategic Community Plan came to fruition?
The question was responded to through four discrete themes i.e. Social,
Environment, Economy and Social Leadership.
A - Social
1. Active healthy clubs and volunteering
2. Social activities for all - fill the gaps
3. Places to come together after work
4. Great place for Retirement
5. Medical Services
6. Reduced drugs & Alcohol harm
7. Sense of belonging
8. Social cohesion and greater behaviour skills
9. Decent water pressure
10. Telstra Tower
11. More Housing & Accommodation
12. School kept open
B - Environment
1. Take care of Lake Indoon, bring the water back
2. Enjoy a clean and litter free settlement
3. Roadhouse on Highway
4. Simple access to natural treasures
5. Wide range of amenities at overnight camping
6. Beautification of eastern side of Eneabba drive
7. Recycling and upgraded tip
8. Community garden with produce sold locally

C - Economy
1. Local Jobs for Local People
2. Thriving Economy
3. Corporate Farms contributing
4. More opportunities for family scale farming
5. Making most of Biodiversity Industries
6. Wind Farming
7. Shop & Post office on Eneabba Drive
8. Café, Restaurant and Good Tavern
9. Increased Accommodation Housing + Short Stay
10. More Shops
D - Civic Leadership
1. More Police
2. Active Volunteers
3. Eneabba representation on Council
4. Local People have an active voice
5. Shire boundary moved so we are all in Carnamah Shire
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